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Abstract

RNA silencing functions as an important antiviral defense mechanism in a broad range of eukaryotes. In plants, biogenesis
of several classes of endogenous small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) requires RNA-dependent RNA Polymerase (RDR) activities.
Members of the RDR family proteins, including RDR1and RDR6, have also been implicated in antiviral defense, although a
direct role for RDRs in viral siRNA biogenesis has yet to be demonstrated. Using a crucifer-infecting strain of Tobacco Mosaic
Virus (TMV-Cg) and Arabidopsis thaliana as a model system, we analyzed the viral small RNA profile in wild-type plants as
well as rdr mutants by applying small RNA deep sequencing technology. Over 100,000 TMV-Cg-specific small RNA reads,
mostly of 21- (78.4%) and 22-nucleotide (12.9%) in size and originating predominately (79.9%) from the genomic sense RNA
strand, were captured at an early infection stage, yielding the first high-resolution small RNA map for a plant virus. The TMV-
Cg genome harbored multiple, highly reproducible small RNA-generating hot spots that corresponded to regions with no
apparent local hairpin-forming capacity. Significantly, both the rdr1 and rdr6 mutants exhibited globally reduced levels of
viral small RNA production as well as reduced strand bias in viral small RNA population, revealing an important role for these
host RDRs in viral siRNA biogenesis. In addition, an informatics analysis showed that a large set of host genes could be
potentially targeted by TMV-Cg-derived siRNAs for posttranscriptional silencing. Two of such predicted host targets, which
encode a cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF30) and an unknown protein similar to translocon-associated
protein alpha (TRAP a), respectively, yielded a positive result in cleavage validation by 59RACE assays. Our data raised the
interesting possibility for viral siRNA-mediated virus-host interactions that may contribute to viral pathogenicity and host
specificity.
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Introduction

Most eukaryotes possess a remarkably conserved RNA silencing

system in which double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) precursors are

processed into 21- ,24-nucleotide (nt) small RNAs that regulate

the activity of genes, genetic elements, and invading viruses in a

sequence-specific manner [1,2]. The core RNA silencing machin-

ery involves several evolutionarily conserved protein families,

including DICER (DCR) or DICER-LIKE (DCL), ARGO-

NAUTE (AGO), and, in some cases, RNA-dependent RNA

Polymerase (RDR) [1,2]. Proliferation and functional diversifica-

tion of these factors have led to multiple small RNA biogenesis and

regulatory pathways in certain lineages such as flowering plants

[2]. This aspect has been well illustrated in Arabidopsis thaliana, a

plant model whose genome encodes four DCLs, six RDRs and ten

AGOs. At least four distinct small RNA-generating pathways have

been identified in Arabidopsis; each associated with a subset of the

core silencing factors [2,3]. DCL1 and AGO1 are required for the

biogenesis and function of micoRNAs (miRNAs), a class of

predominantly 21-nt small RNAs arising from characteristic

single-stranded hairpin RNA precursors. RDR2, DCL3, and

AGO4 or AGO6 are required for the biogenesis and function of

heterochromatin-associated small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), a

class of predominantly 24-nt nuclear small RNAs arising from

dsRNA precursors [1,4]. DCL2, and RDR6 and DCL4 function

in natural cis-antisense transcript-associated siRNA (nat-siRNA)

and trans-acting siRNA (ta-siRNA) pathways, respectively [3,5].

The role of RNA silencing as an ancient antiviral defense

mechanism has been firmly established in plants and some animals

[1,6], mainly based on two lines of compelling evidence. First,

virus-specific small RNAs are found in infected host cells [1],

suggesting that viral RNAs are targeted by the host silencing

machinery. Secondly, many viruses encode proteins that suppress

activities of the host silencing machinery, strongly suggesting a

viral counter-defense strategy evolved during the long-standing

virus-host arms race [1,7]. Numerous virus-encoded, structurally

diverse proteins have been shown to exert silencing suppressor

activities by targeting the host RNA silencing pathways at specific

steps, ranging from generation to function of small RNAs [7–9]. In

plants, transgenic expression of virus-encoded silencing suppres-
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sors has been shown to recapitulate certain disease symptoms,

indicating that interference with the endogenous RNA silencing

pathways of the host is an important underlying mechanism for

viral pathogenicity [7].

Recent studies have also shed light on the host RNA silencing

machinery in plants that functions in antiviral defense. Among the

four DCLs in Arabidopsis, DCL2 was the first family member

shown to play a role in antiviral defense against Turnip Crinkle Virus

(TCV). Accumulation of virus-derived small RNAs from TCV, but

not those from Cucumber Mosaic Virus (CMV) or Turnip Mosaic Virus

(TuMV), was impaired in the Arabidopsis dcl2 mutant concom-

itant with its hyper-susceptibility to TCV, suggesting a role of

DCL2 in viral small RNA biogenesis [10]. Analysis of viral small

RNA accumulation in a combination of Arabidopsis dcl double

and triple mutants uncovered important and partially redundant

roles for both DCL4 and DCL2 in viral siRNA biogenesis [11,12].

DCL4, which also functions in the RDR6- and suppressor of gene

silencing 3 (SGS3)-dependent production of endogenous ta-

siRNAs [3], turned out to be the major dicing activity which

produces 21-nt viral siRNAs [12]. In the absence of a functional

DCL4, either in the loss-of-function dcl4 mutant or when DCL4

activity is blocked by a silencing suppressor such as the TCV

capsid protein (p38), the role of DCL2 in antiviral defense was

unmasked with the accumulation of DCL2-dependent 22-nt small

RNAs as the major viral siRNA species [11,12]. In addition to

DCL proteins, several AGO family members including AGO1, are

also thought to be part of the host silencing machinery involved in

antiviral defense, presumably through the formation of RNA-

induced silencing complexes (RISCs) that target viral RNAs for

destruction [12–14]. Several virus-encoded silencing suppressors

have been reported to suppress AGO1 function [8,9].

Despite significant advances in understanding virus-induced RNA

silencing, several key aspects concerning the biogenesis and function

of virus-derived small RNAs in plants remain obscure. For example,

the nature of viral RNA molecules that trigger the host RNA

silencing pathway remains unclear. Because dsRNA molecules are

known to form as the replicating intermediate of an RNA virus, the

dsRNA form of a replicating RNA virus was initially assumed to be

the silencing trigger in early models, predicting production of equal

amounts of sense and antisense viral siRNAs in infected host cells.

However, limited molecular cloning of small RNAs derived from

several positive-strand plant RNA viruses has revealed a strong

strand bias towards the genomic sense strand, which could argue

against the idea of genome-length viral dsRNA as being the sole

precursor [15]. An alternative model of highly structured, single-

stranded viral RNAs as the silencing trigger was proposed [15].

While the strand bias of virus-derived siRNAs has been observed in

several cases, a correlation between specific localized secondary

structure and small RNA-generating hot spots in a viral genome has

not been definitively established [16,17]. Moreover, although

members of the RDR family proteins, including RDR1 and

RDR6, play a role in antiviral defense [1,18], evidence for the

direct involvement of RDR proteins in viral siRNA biogenesis has

emerged only very recently [19]. RDR1 was shown to be required

for accumulation of siRNAs derived from a silencing suppressor-

deficient (CMV-D2b) strain, but not the wild type strain of CMV,

suggesting that RDR1 activity could be masked by the 2b protein, a

CMV-encoded silencing suppressor [19]. Furthermore, the potential

role of viral siRNAs in regulating host gene expression remains

largely unexplored in plants [20].

To address these questions, we took a small RNA deep

sequencing approach to capture and analyze the viral small

RNA profile from host plant cells at an early infection stage. Using

a crucifer-infecting strain of Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV-Cg) and

Arabidopsis thaliana as a model virus-host system, virus-derived small

RNAs were captured from systemically infected tissues of wild type

Arabidopsis (Col-0) as well as rdr1 and rdr6 mutant plants at 3 days

post-infection (dpi). Here we report the first high-resolution small

RNA map for a plant virus, revealing features of TMV-Cg-derived

siRNA populations indicative of the mechanism of their

biogenesis. Both RDR1 and RDR6 were found to play important

roles in biogenesis of TMV-Cg siRNAs, supporting a model for

viral siRNA biogenesis in plants that involves multiple DCL and

RDR factors. In addition, a large set of host genes was predicted as

potential targets for posttranscriptional silencing by TMV-Cg-

derived siRNAs, revealing a layer of virus-host interactions that

may contribute to viral pathogenicity and host specificity.

Results

TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs can be captured at an early
infection stage by deep sequencing

Profiling of virus-derived small RNAs can help decipher the

mechanism for their biogenesis. Recently developed next-gener-

ation DNA sequencing technologies offer a cost-effective approach

for small RNA profiling [21,22]. A small RNA deep sequencing

approach was adopted that allows analysis of multiplexed small

RNA libraries in parallel, to characterize the TMV-Cg-derived

small RNA populations in wild type Arabidopsis and rdr mutant

plants. TMV-Cg infects Arabidopsis systemically and causes mild

disease symptoms [23,24]. TMV-Cg was selected because it

induces the expression of RDR1 in Arabidopsis [24] and provides

an opportunity to assess the role of RDR1 and RDR6 in viral

small RNA biogenesis. Systemically infected (3 dpi) tissues were

used as the source materials for small RNA library construction.

By Northern blot using a capsid protein (CP) gene-specific probe,

TMV-Cg full-length genomic RNA (gRNA) was readily detectable

at 3 dpi in the local inoculated leaves of wild type Arabidopsis

(Fig. 1A, lane 2). Slightly elevated levels of TMV-Cg gRNA were

detected in rdr1 and rdr6 mutants, respectively (Fig. 1A, lanes 3 and

4). These data confirmed successful and uniform infection of

TMV-Cg in wild type Arabidopsis and rdr mutant plants.

From a pool of four small RNA source libraries constructed in

parallel, including virus-infected wild type Arabidopsis (Col-0) as

well as the rdr1 and rdr6 mutant plants, and mock-infected wild

type plants, a total of 5,203,265 raw sequence tags were generated

from a single run of Illumina’s sequencing-by-synthesis (SBS)

platform (Fig. 1B). Removal of sequence tags with a non-matching

59- or 39-adapter or resulting from adapter self-ligation yielded a

set of 3,922,430 (75.4%) high quality sequence tags, each

containing a small RNA insert and perfectly-matched adapters

in the expected configuration. The unique indexed sequences

engineered with library-specific 59-adapters allowed unambiguous

parsing of the sequence tags among the four source libraries,

generating over 900,000 total small RNA reads from each library

(Fig. 1B). It is worth noting that the total number of small RNA

reads from each of the four source libraries were very similar,

ranging from 23.4% (rdr6 infected with TMV-Cg) to 28.8% (Col-0

mock infected) of the total reads, indicating that an indexed

sequencing strategy did not create significant bias among the

source libraries (Fig. 1B). Remarkably, the difference in total small

RNA reads between any two of the three ‘‘TMV-infected’’

libraries (TMV-Cg-infected Col-0, rdr1, or rdr6) was less than

2.8%, allowing reliable across-library comparisons to be made for

a specific small RNA component. Small RNAs ,18-nt or .25-nt

in length (9.4% of the total reads) were discarded from further

analysis (Fig. 1B). A computational search was performed for each

library to select TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs based on a perfect

Viral Small RNA Biogenesis
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match to the viral genome in either the sense or antisense

orientation. While no TMV-Cg-derived small RNA was found in

the control library (Col-0; mock), a search in the TMV-Cg-

infected wild type library (Col-0; TMV-Cg 3dpi) identified

100,951 viral small RNA reads (Fig. 1C) in sufficient abundance

(13.3% of total small RNA reads) to provided an extensive

coverage over the relatively small 6,303-nt TMV-Cg genome.

These results suggest that the deep sequencing approach can be

used as a highly sensitive and efficient method for capturing virus-

derived small RNAs from host cells at an early infection stage.

The TMV-Cg genome harbors multiple highly
reproducible small RNA-generating hot spots

To examine the genomic distribution of the viral small RNAs,

small RNAs were mapped to the TMV-Cg genome containing

four open reading frames encoding the ,120 kDa and ,180 kDa

replicase proteins, the ,30 kDa movement protein (MP), and the

,17.5 kDa CP, respectively (Fig. 2A). A genome view of TMV-

Cg-derived small RNAs was generated by plotting the 18- to 25-nt

viral small RNAs from the infected wild type library against the

viral genome according to their polarity and library size-

normalized abundance (Fig. 2B; green traces). Several features

were immediately revealed from this genome view. First and

foremost, the TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs covered the viral

genome in near saturation, with only a few minor gaps including

those located at both ends of the genome. Secondly, the majority

of viral small RNAs mapped to the viral genome in the sense

orientation. Thirdly, the TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs in both

the sense and antisense categories displayed a strong non-uniform

distribution pattern along the genome, with multiple small RNA-

generating hot spots distributed across the entire viral genome

(Fig. 2B; green traces). Small RNAs localized to the hot spots were

up to several hundred-fold more abundant than many others that

were represented by only a single read in the library. For example,

among the 6,030 unique 21-nt TMV-Cg small RNAs recovered

from the infected wild type library, 1,751 were sequenced only

once while 19 others were sequenced more than 300 times. The

most abundant 21-nt viral small RNA, TMV-Cg-siR5293 (+)

Figure 1. TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs captured from virus-infected wild type Arabidopsis and rdr mutants by deep sequencing. (A)
Detection of TMV-Cg genomic RNA from infected (3 dpi) leaves by Northern blot assay using a CP-specific probe. The relative abundance (in
parentheses) of viral RNA was normalized to signal from the actin probe. (B) A flowchart showing stepwise computational extraction of TMV-Cg-
specific small RNA reads from a multiplex small RNA library sequencing sample. (C) Virus- and host-specific small RNA reads recovered from each of
the four source libraries.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0004971.g001
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(designated according to its genomic origin and polarity) was

sequenced 836 times. Two selected highly abundant 21-nt TMV-

Cg-small RNAs including TMV-Cg-siR5239 (+) were detected in

Northern blot assays using radio-labeled DNA oligonucleotides as

probes (supplementary Fig. S1). Consistent with the deep

sequencing results, their antisense counterparts and several other

low abundant small RNAs were not detected by Northern blots

(supplementary Fig. S1 and data not shown). The huge difference in

the abundance among viral small RNAs is therefore unlikely to be a

cloning artifact. Interestingly, the small RNA-generating hot spots

identified from the infected wild type library largely overlapped with

those identified from infected rdr1 and rdr6 libraries (Fig. 2B and C,

red and blue traces, respectively). The highly reproducible nature of

the small RNA-generating hot spots is intriguing, since it suggests

that the underlying mechanism for the formation of hot spots most

likely involves features that are intrinsic to the viral genomic

sequence per se. One possibility is that certain regions of the viral

RNA may form partially double-stranded secondary structures that

are recognized by DCL4 and DCL2 for processing, as was

previously proposed for the Cymbidium ringspot tombusvirus

(CymRSV)[15]. The sequences of multiple 100- to 300-nt TMV-

Cg RNA fragments spanning each of the ten selected small RNA-

generating hot spots were therefore analyzed for extensive hairpin-

forming potential using Mfold [25]. However, we were unable to

detect any strong hairpin structure that would account for ‘‘hot spot

small RNA’’ in a foldback stem (data not shown). Our results

therefore argue against a model with highly structured viral genomic

RNA being the precursors of viral siRNAs.

Both RDR1 and RDR6 play a role in the biogenesis of
TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs

To genetically assess the role of RDR1 and RDR6 in viral small

RNA biogenesis, we compared TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs

captured from the infected wild type library and those infected rdr1

and rdr6 mutant libraries, respectively. In contrast to the abundant

viral small RNA reads in the infected wild type library, the rdr1

library (TMV-Cg; 3dpi) contained substantially less TMV-Cg-

derived small RNA reads (13,468 or 2.0%), although both libraries

contained a similar number of small RNA reads of host origin

(Fig. 1C). The rdr6 library (TMV-Cg; 3dpi) also contained

Figure 2. A genome view of TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs captured by deep sequencing. (A) A schematic diagram showing organization of
the TMV-Cg genome. The four open reading frames, which encode the ,120 kDa and the ,180 kDa replicase proteins, the ,30 kDa movement
protein (MP), and the ,17.5 kDa CP, respectively, are shown. Numbers below the diagram indicate the genomic coordinates. (B) TMV-Cg-derived
small RNAs mapped to the viral genome. Small RNAs were mapped to the viral genome, in either sense (above the X-axis) or antisense (below the X-
axis) configuration. The abundance of small RNAs was calculated and plotted as the sum of library-size-normalized reads in each single-nucleotide
sliding window along the viral genome. Data from different source libraries are color-coded in green (Col-0; TMV-Cg 3dpi), red (rdr1-1; TMV-Cg 3dpi),
and blue (rdr6-15; TMV-Cg 3dpi). (C) A genomic map of viral small RNAs recovered from the rdr1 mutant library, viewed with an altered Y axis scale.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0004971.g002
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decreased TMV-Cg-derived small RNA reads (62,192 or 9.2%)

compared to those in the infected wild type library, although to a

much lesser extent compared to the rdr1 library (Fig. 1C). Since

both wild type and the rdr mutant plants accumulated similar levels

of genome-length viral RNA in the infected leaves (Fig. 1A, lanes

2–4), the decreased number of viral small RNA reads in rdr1 and

rdr6 mutant libraries is unlikely to be caused by unsuccessful or

uneven infection. These results suggest that the Arabidopsis RDR1

and RDR6 play an important role in the formation of TMV-Cg-

derived small RNAs.

The abundance of TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs recovered by

deep sequencing allowed detailed characterization of the viral

small populations captured from different genetic backgrounds.

We found that the TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs from infected

wild type Arabidopsis was predominated by the 21- (78.4%) and

22-nt species (12.9%), with the 21-nt species being, by far, the most

abundant (Fig. 3A), indicating that the Arabidopsis DCL4 and

DCL2 were the major dicing activities involved in biogenesis of

TMV-Cg-derived siRNAs. This observation is consistent with

previous reports from small RNA blot-based studies on several

other RNA viruses, including TCV, a modified TRV, and CMV

[12,19]. When compared with the infected wild type library, it is

obvious that the diminished viral small RNA reads in both rdr1

and rdr6 libraries resulted from a partial loss of both the 21- and

22-nt species in the mutant plants, suggesting that both RDR1 and

RDR6 function in viral small RNA biogenesis through the DCL4-

and DCL2-dependent pathways (Fig. 3A). When the polarity of

TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs was examined with respect to the

viral genome, nearly 80% of the TMV-Cg-derived small RNA

reads in the infected wild type library were found to be ‘‘sense’’,

indicating a strong strand bias of the viral small RNA population.

More specifically, the 21- and 22-nt sense viral small RNA reads

accounted for 62.0% and 10.3% of the total viral small RNA reads

in the library, respectively (Fig. 3B and 3C). The strand-biased

feature of the viral small RNA population is consistent with

previous observations made in low-throughput sequencing-based

studies on CymRSV-infected Nicotiana benthamiana and TuMV-

infected Brassica juncea [15,16]. Interestingly, the infected rdr

libraries not only had a reduction in TMV-Cg-derived small RNA

reads, but also exhibited a substantially reduced strand bias in the

viral small RNA population, with the portion of ‘‘antisense’’ small

RNA reads increased to 35.1% and 34.0% in rdr1 and rdr6

libraries, respectively. These changes were most prominent in the

21- and 22-nt viral small RNA species (Fig. 3B and C). The ratio

of sense/antisense 21-nt viral siRNA reads dropped from 3.77 in

the wild type library to 1.52 and 1.78 in rdr1 and rdr6 libraries,

respectively. Similarly, the ratio of sense/antisense 22-nt viral

siRNA reads dropped from 4.02 in the wild type library to 1.71

and 2.06 in rdr1 and rdr6 libraries, respectively.

To gain further insights on viral small RNA biogenesis, the

sequence complexity and normalized abundance of TMV-Cg-

derived small RNAs were compared for different size classes. Viral

small RNAs in each of the 21- to 24-nt size classes were mapped

onto the viral genome separately and the small RNA sequence

complexity was measured by counting the number of unique small

RNA sequences in each of the single nucleotide sliding windows.

As shown in a representative 200-nt viral genomic segment, the

highest overall sequence complexity of viral small RNAs in the

wild type library was found in the 21-nt size class, followed by the

22-nt size class (Fig. 4A, black traces). Notably, in the 21-nt size

class, maximum (i.e. 21) or near-maximum sequence complexity

was observed for both sense and antisense viral small RNAs at

multiple genomic locations, a strong indication that these siRNAs

arose from a dsRNA precursor and that DCL4 processing

occurred in most, if not all, possible phases (Fig. 4A, black traces).

At least at certain locations, comparable sequence complexity for

both sense and antisense 22-nt viral siRNAs was observed,

suggesting suboptimal processing of the dsRNA precursors by

DCL2. This is consistent with the notion that DCL2 functions as a

partially redundant secondary dicing activity in antiviral defense.

Nonetheless, the fact that many viral siRNAs were found at a very

low level and that only a few accumulated to high abundance,

mostly the sense siRNAs (Fig. 4B, black traces), suggests the

existence of selection mechanism(s) that is not only sequence-

Figure 3. Characterization of TMV-Cg-derived small RNA
populations. (A) Size distribution of viral small RNA populations.
Proportions of viral siRNAs derived from the genomic sense (B) and
antisense (C) strands in each size class are also shown as the percentage
of the total viral small RNA reads. Data from different source libraries are
represented in black (Col-0; TMV-Cg 3dpi), white (rdr1-1; TMV-Cg 3dpi),
and grey (rdr6-15; TMV-Cg 3dpi) histograms, respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0004971.g003
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dependent but also strand-specific. The low sequence complexity

and low abundance of the 23- and 24-nt viral siRNAs were also

indicative of their origin from marginal DCL3 activity (Fig. 4A,

black traces). A general reduction in sequence complexity across

all size classes of viral siRNAs was observed in both the rdr1 and

rdr6 mutant libraries, with a much more profound reduction found

for the most part in the rdr1 library (Fig. 4A; red and blue traces).

Since a general reduction in the abundance of TMV-Cg-derived

small RNAs in each size class was also seen in the rdr1 and rdr6

mutants (Fig. 4B), we conclude that the reduced total viral small

RNA reads in the rdr mutants resulted from reduced sequence

complexity as well as abundance of the small RNAs.

RDR6 is known to function in an endogenous, DCL4-

dependent small RNA pathway which produces phased 21-nt ta-

siRNAs from a cleaved RNA template. Since it is possible that

RDR6 may function in viral siRNA biogenesis in a mode that is

Figure 4. Effects of the rdr mutations on TMV-Cg siRNAs biogenesis in Arabidopsis thaliana. (A) A close view of a 200-nt TMV-Cg genomic
segment showing the number of mapped unique viral siRNAs. A small RNA that is non-identical in sequence to any others within each size class was
defined as ‘‘unique’’. The number of unique siRNAs mapped to a specific genomic location, in either sense (above the X-axis) or antisense (below the
X-axis) configuration was plotted in each single-nucleotide sliding window along the viral genome. Data from different source libraries are color-
coded in black (Col-0; TMV-Cg 3dpi), red (rdr1-1; TMV-Cg 3dpi), and blue (rdr6-15; TMV-Cg 3dpi). (B) A close view of the same genomic segment as in
(A), showing the abundance of mapped viral siRNAs, which was calculated and plotted as in Fig. 2B. Data from different source libraries are color-
coded as in (A). (C) A survey on phased 21-nt TMV-Cg siRNAs in the wild type and rdr mutant libraries. Sense and antisense siRNAs are shown
separately. The frequencies for phased siRNAs with a defined number (2 to 19) of continued phases are shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0004971.g004

Viral Small RNA Biogenesis
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similar to ta-siRNA biogenesis, we searched for phased 21-nt

TMV-Cg siRNAs in wild type and rdr mutant backgrounds. Sense

and antisense viral siRNAs in up to 19 and 11 contiguous 21-nt

phases, respectively, were found in the wild type library, with

longer contiguous phases occurring at lower frequencies (Fig. 4C).

The longest contiguous phases for sense and antisense viral

siRNAs were substantially decreased to 8 and 4, respectively in

rdr1, along with decreased frequency of occurrence for all phased

siRNAs in this mutant (Fig. 4C). In the rdr6 mutant, the longest

contiguous phase for sense viral siRNAs decreased to 12 although

that of the antisense siRNAs remained at 11 (Fig. 4C). Curiously,

the occurrence of all phased sense but not antisense siRNAs

displayed substantially decreased frequencies in the rdr6 mutant

(Fig. 4C), suggesting a biased effect of the rdr6 mutation on

production of phased viral sense siRNAs. Overall, these data were

consistent with a functional role for RDR1 and RDR6 in

promoting viral siRNA biogenesis through distinct mechanisms.

TMV-Cg-derived siRNAs can potentially target a large set
of host genes for posttranscriptional regulation

Given the potential sequence complexity of viral siRNAs, it is

possible that some of them may target the transcripts of host genes

for posttranscriptional regulation. To explore this possibility, an

informatics analysis to systemically identify the potential host targets

was performed for each of the 21-nt computationally generated

TMV-Cg siRNAs. A target prediction algorithm with a scoring

stringency similar to those previously used for miRNA target

prediction was applied in this procedure (a host gene with a score of

3.5 or lower for a specific viral siRNA was considered as a potential

target; see materials and methods) [26]. Based on this procedure, a

large set (4,784) of host genes were predicted as potential targets of

TMV-Cg siRNAs (Supplementary Table S1). Some host genes were

predicted to be targeted by multiple viral siRNAs at distinct locations

within the gene. The predicted targets covered a wide range of

functional categories, including transcription factors, RNA process-

ing factors, and defense-related proteins (Supplementary Table S1).

Intriguingly, we noticed that the TMV-Cg siRNAs with a low-scored

predicted host target were in general found at low abundance

(Fig. 5A). To test if TMV-Cg siRNAs direct the cleavage of predicted

targets in vivo, a small subset of the predicted targets were selected for

experimental validation by modified RNA ligase-mediated rapid

amplification of cDNA ends (RLM-59RACE) [27], a method that

has been widely used for mapping the 59 end of the 39 cleavage

product. Using the same RNA samples (Col-0; mock and TMV-Cg-

infected, 3dpi) as those used for small RNA sequencing, 59 RACE

products were detected for only two of the 16 predicted targets

tested. The two host genes yielding a positive 59RACE product

encode a cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF30,

At1g30460) and an unknown protein similar to translocon-

associated protein alpha (TRAP a), respectively (Fig. 5B). While

the miR171-directed cleavage of SCL6-III (At3g60630) mRNA [27]

was detected in both mock- and TMV-Cg-infected wild type

Arabidopsis (Fig 5B, lanes 1 and 2), cleavage of the CPSF30 and the

TRAP a -like mRNAs appeared to be specific to TMV-Cg-infection

(Fig 5B, lanes 3–6). Sequencing of 59RACE products revealed

multiple cleavage sites within the predicted TMV-siRNA-interacting

region in CPSF30 mRNA, with only one of them corresponded to

the predicted canonical site for a cleavage directed by TMV-Cg-

siR221(+), one of three viral siRNAs predicted to interact with the

target (Fig 5C, upper panel). Sequencing of the TRAP a-like-specific

59RACE products mapped a cleavage site corresponded to the

predicted canonical site for a cleavage directed by TMV-Cg-siR118

(+), one of three viral siRNAs predicted to interact with this target

(Fig 5C, lower panel).

The lack of a positive 59RACE result for the remaining 14

predicted targets tested (supplementary Fig. S2) could indicate that

not all viral siRNAs produced in vivo are active in directing target

cleavage. Since the biological activity of a small RNA depends on

the AGO protein to which the small RNA associates, and the 59-

terminal nucleotide identity is known to be an important

determinant for small RNAs to form RISC with distinct AGO

proteins in Arabidopsis [14,28,29], we analyzed the relative

abundance of the 21-nt viral siRNAs with a distinct 59-terminal

Figure 5. Computational prediction and experimental valida-
tion of host genes targeted by TMV-Cg-siRNAs. (A) Scores of host
genes predicted as targets for sense (left panel) and antisense (left
panel) viral siRNAs. The library size-normalized reads for the associated
viral siRNAs are shown. (B) Validation of TMV-Cg-induced cleavage of
CPSF30 and TRAP a-like mRNAs by RLM-59RACE. Gene-specific RACE
products for SCL6-III, a known target for miR171, as well as those for
CPSF30 and TRAP a-like were resolved on 1.5% agarose gel. M indicates
DNA size markers. (C) Sequence alignment between the predicted
targets and TMV-Cg siRNAs. Arrows indicate the mapped cleavage sites,
and the number of 59 RACE clones corresponding to each site is shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0004971.g005
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nucleotide. The TMV-Cg-derived 21-nt siRNAs recovered from

infected wild type Arabidopsis were sorted into eight groups

according to their polarity and 59-terminal nucleotide identity.

Small RNA reads-based analysis revealed that sense viral siRNAs

with a 5-terminal A or U were in general more abundant (23.25%

with 59-A and 22.25% with 59-U) than those with a 5-terminal C or

G (17.33% with 59-C and 16.20% with 59-G; Fig. 6A). Antisense

viral siRNAs with a 59 terminal A, C, or U were similarly represented

while those with a 59-terminal G appeared to be underrepresented

(Fig. 6A). A ‘‘distinct small RNA sequence’’-based analysis revealed

essentially the same distribution pattern (Fig. 6B). Among the ten

Arabidopsis AGO family proteins, AGO1 and AGO4 are known to

preferentially recruit small RNAs with a 5-terminal U, whereas

AGO2 and AGO5 preferentially recruit small RNAs with a 59-

terminal A and C, respectively [14,28,29]. Our data therefore

indicate that the TMV-Cg-derived siRNAs likely reside in multiple

AGO-containing complexes. Because a ‘‘slicer’’ activity has only

been demonstrated for some of the Arabidopsis AGO family

members including AGO1, AGO4, and AGO7, it is possible that

some viral siRNAs may ends up residing in an AGO family member

that does not possess a robust ‘‘slicer’’ activity, which would render

the siRNAs incapable of directing target cleavage.

Discussion

Our work presented here provided the first high-resolution map

for small RNAs derived from a plant positive strand RNA virus.

Analysis of viral small RNA populations in wild type Arabidopsis

and rdr mutants led to novel insights on both the biogenesis and

function of viral siRNAs in plants.

Several lines of evidence argue against the idea that the bulk of

viral small RNAs originate from direct processing of highly

structured viral positive strand RNA by DCLs. First, genetic data

inferred from dissection of the ta-siRNA pathway suggest that

DCL4, which is the major DCL in antiviral defense, produces 21-nt

siRNAs from dsRNA substrates instead of other undefined

secondary structures [3]. In addition, the only two Arabidopsis

miRNAs (miR822 and miR839) that are known to be DCL4-

dependent have predicted precursors with an unusually long, near-

perfect foldback hairpin structure [30]. Secondly, a correlation

between small RNA-generating hot spots and genomic segments

with extensive intramolecular dsRNA-forming capacity has not been

demonstrated for any viral genome. Our attempt to establish such a

correlation for the TMV-Cg genome was also unsuccessful. Finally,

results from a recent study in Drosophila, an organism lacking

cellular RDR activity, also support a model for viral siRNA

biogenesis from dsRNA precursors [31]. Taken together, viral

siRNA biogenesis in plants is most likely seeded by DCL4 processing

of viral replicating intermediate followed by host RDR-mediated

production of secondary siRNAs. Presumably, the level at which a

specific viral siRNA accumulates in vivo will largely depend on

whether it can be efficiently recruited into an AGO complex.

Using a small RNA deep sequencing approach, we demon-

strated an important role for Arabidopsis RDR1 and RDR6 in the

biogenesis of TMV-Cg-derived siRNAs. The RDR1 gene and its

viroid-inducible expression were first characterized in tomato

(Solanum lycopersicum) [32]. The partially purified tomato RDR1 was

able to catalyze the synthesis of RNA products of over 100 nt in a

template-dependent manner in vitro [32]. The Arabidopsis and

Nicotiana tobaccum orthologs of RDR1 are inducible upon TMV

infection or salicylic acid (SA) application and play a role in

antiviral defense [24,33]. Interestingly, the Nicotiana benthamiana

ortholog of RDR1 is an inactive natural variant, which has been

postulated to be responsible for N. benthamiana’s hyper-susceptibil-

ity to many viral pathogens [34]. Consistent with these

observations, the Arabidopsis RDR1 was recently shown to be

required for production of viral siRNAs derived from a silencing

suppressor-deficient CMV mutant (CMV-D2b), suggesting that

the role of RDR1 could be masked in plants infected with wild

type CMV [19]. How RDR1 functions to promote viral small

RNA biogenesis remains unclear. One possibility is that RDR1

may be capable of synthesizing multiple negative-strand RNA

fragments from a single positive strand viral RNA template. These

short negative strand RNA fragments would then anneal to the

positive strand RNAs and promote their processing by DCLs. This

speculated role for RDR1 could be significant, especially at an

early stage of infection since primary viral siRNAs are likely to be a

limiting factor for efficient targeting of viral RNAs for silencing.

RDR6, on the other hand, was among the first RNA silencing

genes recovered in genetic screens for mutants defective in sense

transgene-induced posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS)

[35,36]. Curiously, loss-of-function mutations in RDR6 were

shown to render Arabidopsis more susceptible to CMV, but not to

several other viruses, including a strain of TMV different from the

TMV-Cg used in the present study [35,36]. Works on N.

benthamiana demonstrated a role for RDR6 in limiting the virus

from entering shoot apical meristems, likely through promoting

virus-specific secondary siRNA production in systemic tissues

[37,38]. Genetic data from dissection of the ta-siRNA pathway in

Arabidopsis suggests that RDR6 functions to convert a cleaved

transcript into dsRNA, likely in a primer-independent manner [3].

Affinity-purified, epitope-tagged RDR6 was capable of synthesiz-

ing long complementary RNA strands using a single-stranded

RNA (ssRNA) template in vitro [39]. Consistent with the idea that

Figure 6. Relative abundance of TMV-Cg-derived 21-nt siRNAs
with a distinct 59-terminal nucleotide. The TMV-Cg-derived 21-nt
sense (green) and antisense (red) siRNAs recovered from infected wild
type Arabidopsis (Col-0; 3 dpi) were grouped based on their 59-terminal
nucleotide identity. The relative abundance of the viral siRNAs in each
group was calculated as the percentage of the total based either on small
RNA reads (A) or on the number of distinct small RNA sequences (B).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0004971.g006
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cleaved transcripts may be part of the long-speculated ‘‘aberrant

RNA’’ species and recognized by RDR6 to serve as a template,

poly (A)-deficient transcripts that arise from a terminator-less

transgene were reported to efficiently trigger RDR6-dependent

silencing [40]. In light of the recently proposed ‘‘two-hit trigger’’

model for siRNA biogenesis in plants [41], RDR6 likely functions

in antiviral defense through formation of viral dsRNA from

cleaved, predominantly positive strand viral RNA templates [42].

Subsequent processing of the dsRNAs by DCL4 and DCL2 would

then generate a pool of secondary viral siRNAs. In the absence of

a functional RDR6, such as in the rdr6 mutant, an alternative

RDR may redundantly function in this postulated pathway, as

suggested by the moderate decrease in phased viral siRNA

production in the rdr6 mutant.

Loss-of-function mutations in either RDR1 or RDR6 led to

reduced strand bias, as well as reduced overall abundance of the

TMV-Cg-derived small RNA population, suggesting that both of

these host RDRs play distinct roles in promoting silencing of the

TMV-Cg RNAs. An alteration in strand bias of viral small RNAs in

rdr mutants is rather puzzling, since the assumed function of a host

RDR protein is to synthesize dsRNA from ssRNA templates.

Subsequent processing of dsRNA by DCLs would yield an equal

amount of sense and antisense siRNAs, whose half life in the host cell

will largely depend on their selective incorporation into an AGO

complex. Perhaps the nascent viral RNA strand resulting from a host

RDR activity undergoes certain types of chemical modification such

as methylation. While such a modification may not affect processing

of the resulting dsRNA by a DCL, it may prevent the modified

siRNA strand from being efficiently recruited into an AGO complex.

For TMV, the positive strand RNA synthesized during an infection

could be a hundred-fold more abundant that the negative strand

[43], which would make the positive strand RNA a more likely

template for the host RDRs. As a result, the sense viral siRNA would

predominate the viral siRISCs. Indeed, viral siRISCs loaded

primarily with sense viral siRNAs were observed from plants

infected with a tombusvirus [17].

Virus infection can cause a wide range of disease symptoms in a

plant host, which is often associated with perturbation of host gene

expression [44–47]. Some, but not all of the viral disease symptoms

could be explained by the virus-encoded silencing suppressor

activities which often interfere with the developmentally important

host endogenous small RNA pathways [7]. A computational

prediction identified a large set of Arabidopsis genes as potential

targets for TMV-Cg siRNAs, revealing a novel layer of RNA

silencing-based virus-host interactions in plants. This potential

regulatory role of virus-derived siRNAs on host gene expression is

unlikely to be limited to TMV-Cg. Using the same procedure we

have also computationally predicted 2,978 Arabidopsis genes as the

potential targets for viral siRNAs derived from TCV (Qi et al.,

unpublished data), another positive strand RNA virus with a smaller

(4,050 nt) genome. We infer from these observations that the

potential regulatory role of viral siRNAs on host gene expression is

likely common to many cases of virus-host interactions. However,

most of the predicted host targets for TMV-Cg-derived siRNAs so

far tested failed experimental validation, suggesting that there may

be mechanisms that would prevent the viral siRNAs from efficiently

targeting a host transcript for cleavage.

We envision that multiple factors could affect the functionality

of viral siRNAs and therefore limit their regulatory potential on

host targets in vivo. While mainly evolved as a viral counter defense

strategy, various virus-encoded silencing suppressors could also

suppress the activity of viral siRNAs on potential host targets. The

replicase subunit of TMV (the 126 KDa protein in common

strain; equivalent of the ,120 KDa protein in TMV-Cg) is a

potent RNA silencing suppressor [48] that has been shown to bind

miRNA:miRNA* or siRNA duplexes in vivo [49,50] and inhibit

RISC formation in vitro [49]. Sequestration of TMV-Cg-derived

siRNAs by the ,120 KDa protein could therefore limit the

activity of viral siRNAs. In addition, as mentioned earlier,

recruitment of viral siRNAs into an AGO protein lacking a robust

‘‘slicer’’ activity could also render the siRNAs inactive in directing

target cleavage. This could be the case for viral siRNAs harboring

a 59-termonal G for which a preferred AGO partner has yet to be

uncovered. Although a ‘‘slicer’’ activity has not been shown for

either AGO2 or AGO5, which is known to preferentially recruit

small RNAs with a 59-terminal A and C, respectively [14,28,29],

immuno-coprecipitation assay showed that both were able to form

complex with CMV-derived siRNAs [14]. Since the TMV-Cg-

derived siRNAs that were predicted to target CPSF30 and TRAPL,

respectively, harbored a 59-terminal A or C, we infer that the

nucleolytic activities detected by 59 RACE were likely from AGO2

and/or AGO5. Finally, the extent to which viral siRNAs could

modulate host gene expression will also depend on the abundance

of functional viral siRNAs. Since the source materials used for viral

small RNA analysis in this study were sampled at an early infection

stage, a more profound perturbation of host gene expression may

be detected at a later stage when viral siRNAs accumulate to a

much higher level. It is currently unclear why certain TMV-Cg-

derived siRNAs with better-scored predicted host targets were

found at low abundance (Fig. 5A). Nonetheless, given the likely

widespread potential of virus-host interactions that could be

mediated by viral siRNAs, the possibility for such interaction being

a contributing factor of viral pathogenicity and host specificity

deserves a further look.

Materials and Methods

Plant materials and virus infection
The Arabidopsis thaliana rdr1-1 (SAIL_672F11) and rdr6-15

(SAIL_617H07) mutant alleles have been described previously

[10,51]. Plants were grown in a commercial soil mix (SunGrow

complete mix No. 1; BWI Inc.) in a growth chamber with a cycle

of 16 h light at 24uC and 8 h dark at 22uC. Four-week-old plants,

typically with 10–11 expanded rosette leaves prior to bolting were

used for virus infection. Briefly, five expanded leaves (the 4–8th

true leaves) per plant were manually inoculated with purified

TMV-Cg (10 mg/mL in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer,

pH 7.5). A parallel set of control plants were mock-inoculated

with the buffer following the same procedure. Systemic tissues

consisting of leaves and young inflorescences were collected at 3

dpi for RNA extraction. The local inoculated leaves were also

collected in parallel for infection analysis. Each sample consists of

pooled tissues from a group of 6 plants (from a total of 18 plants).

RNA preparation and blot assays
Total RNA extraction, purification, and Northern blots were

done essentially as described [52]. For detection of full-length

TMV-Cg genomic RNA, 2.5 mg of total RNA extracts were gel

separated and probed with a 32P-labeled 491 bp CP-gene

fragment (nt. 5,661–6,151; GenBank accession no. D38444).

The blot was stripped and re-probed with a 32P-labeled 765 bp

cDNA fragment (nt. 402–1,166 from ATG) for Actin.

Small RNA library construction
Small RNA isolation and library construction were done

essentially as described [53,54]. Modifications were made in the

59- and 39- RNA adapter sequences for compatibility with the

Illumina’s sequencing platform. To allow sequencing from a
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multiplex library sample, four 59-RNA adaptors, each with a

unique 2-nt sequence ‘‘index’’ (underlined) were used: (1) 59-AC

adapter: 59- GUUCAGAGUUCUACAGUCCGACGAUCAC-

39; (2) 59-CA adapter: 59-GUUCAGAGUUCUACAGUCCGAC-

GAUCCA-39; (3) 59-GU adapter: 59-GUUCAGAGUUCUACA-

GUCCGACGAUCGU-39; and (4) 59-UG adapter: 59-GUUCA-

GAGUUCUACAGUCCGACGAUCUG-39. The sequence of the

39 RNA adapter which is 59-monophosphorylated and 39-idT

blocked is: 59-P-UCGUAUGCCGUCUUCUGCUUGUidT-39.

The final ligation products were PAGE-purified and reverse

transcribed (RT) using SuperScript III reverse transcriptase

(Invitrogen, Inc), with the DNA oligonucleotides 59-CAAGCA-

GAAGACGGCATACGA-39 as the RT primer. The first-strand

cDNA was then PCR amplified for 15 cycles using the Phusion

high fidelity DNA polymerase (FINNZYMES, OY; Finland), with

the primers 59-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGA-39 and 59-

AATGATACGGCGACCACCGACAGGTTCAGAGTTCTA-

CAGTCCGA-39. The amplified cDNA was PAGE-purified,

pooled and submitted to Illumina for sequencing.

Bioinformatic analysis of small RNA sequences
The small RNA sequences were computationally extracted from

the raw sequence tags generated by Illumina and parsed into the four

source libraries using Python scripts, based on the 59-adapter index

and the partial 39-adapter sequence (see Supplementary Materials

and Methods S1). For each source library, small RNAs with

sequence that perfectly matched the TMV-Cg genome, in either the

sense or antisense orientation, were computationally extracted and

designated as TMV-Cg-derived small RNAs. The remaining small

RNAs with sequence perfectly matching either the Arabidopsis

nuclear genome or the organelle genomes were designated as

Arabidopsis small RNAs (see supplementary Materials and Methods

S1). Small RNAs with a sequence matching neither the virus nor the

host genome were discarded without further analysis.

Computational prediction and experimental validation of
host targets for viral siRNAs

A set of 12,566 TMV-Cg-derived 21-nt siRNAs were computa-

tionally generated (see supplementary Materials and Methods S1).

Putative siRNAs with either low G/C content (G+C,7) or low

complexity (a run of 4 or more contiguous ‘‘A’’s or ‘‘U’’s) were

discarded from further analysis. The TAIR8 cDNA dataset were

searched for potential siRNA targets using the TargetFinder

software and a mismatch/gap penalty scoring method described

previously [26]. Host genes with a score of 3.5 or lower were

considered as potential targets. Validation of target cleavage by

RLM-59RACE was done as described previously [27]. The gene-

specific primers used in 59RACE for CPSF30 were CPSF30-645R:

59-TCTGGCTGACCTGGTGTTGTGATT-39 and CPSF30-

576R 59-TGGCTGGCCTTGCATTGGAACTT-39. The gene-

specific primers used in 59RACE for TRAP a-like were TRAPL-

780R: 59-GCCCCCTAACAAAGCGTGTGAGAT-39 and TRAPL-

711R: 59-ACCCTCAAGCCATTCATCATGCGAA-39. Primers

for SCL6-III were described [27].

Supporting Information

Supplementary Materials and Methods S1

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0004971.s001 (0.33 MB PDF)

Table S1 Arabidopsis genes predicted as TMV-Cg-siRNA

targets.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0004971.s002 (4.98 MB XLS)

Figure S1 Detection of TMV-Cg-siRNAs by Northern blot

assays. (A) Northern blot assays with probes specific to TMV-Cg-

siR696 (+) (upper panel) and TMV-Cg-siR696 (2) (lower panel).

DNA oligonucleotides with sequence corresponding to TMV-Cg-

siR696 (+) and TMV-Cg-siR696 (2) were load as positive controls

in lanes 1 and 2, respectively. (B) Northern blot assays with probes

specific to TMV-Cg-siR5293(+).

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0004971.s003 (0.12 MB TIF)

Figure S2 Additional predicted TMV-Cg-siRNA targets that

were selected for validation by RLM-59RACE. Sequence

alignments between the TMV-Cg siRNAs and the respective

predicted targets are shown.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0004971.s004 (0.09 MB TIF)
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